Dear Sir,
I am writing this letter in hopes that I may be assisted in an ongoing problem with the
Dollar Home I bought and the contractors and city officers (Bill Cook, Candy Moreno, H &
H Contractors and lately involved Inco, Tec. Inspectors who work for the city now and
then.)
Well my problem started two and half years ago when I bought my home. About three
months after moving in I began having problems with the caulking around the bath tub and
a large separation between the bath tub and tile. For some reason around the tub the paint
deteriorated on the floor around the tub. There is now a wide gap from the floor to the tub
that has been caulked over but still remains a problem.
The toilet is unstable and appears to becoming loose from the floor around it (not a slight
imbalance or a shimmy, rather a massive radical one.)
The bathroom sink kept separating away from the wall. After three attempts at caulking
this, they put these aluminum legs under it to hold it up. I asked the H & H workers why
this method of repair was used and they said for me not to worry, it was the norm. Well
needless to say, the legs did not hold up. I have had to put them back up twice because of
improper installation and what appears to me substandard materials.
The hallway ceiling has cracked from the bathroom door to the middle of the hallway four
or five times. I don’t know why and it seems neither do the H & H Contractors. They
have resprayed the ceiling with a particular substance on five different occasions and still
the crack continues to grow.
The hot water tap in my kitchen sink won’t flow right and again it looks as if they merely
applied caulking again. It seems to be that caulking is the only remedy that they know how
to employ and they used it with abandonment. This caulking procedure has been applied
three or four times to the kitchen sink.
These or some of the problems I am facing with my home. The problems are never
corrected only patched. I don’t know but it seems to me that this plumbing and structure
problems could be solved by a professional and not some caulk-happy handyman.

After the fourth or fifth time I find it necessary to call H & H Contractors to my residence
to fix the above mentioned problems, they refused to come back. I was forced to get Bill
Cook involved in September 1994. He had H & H come back in and redo the same items
again.
Well five months or less passed and I tried contacting H & H to come back but they
wouldn’t return my calls and had changed their telephone number. Then six months later I
contacted Bill cook again and ask for his help. He referred me to Candy Moreno, who
sent a man out. This gentleman told me that my problems are systematic of most of the
homes in the Montopolis area and I should invest in (believe it or not) a caulk gun. I think
his name was Ray Gomez.
I was so discontented with this response that I called Candy Moreno and told her of my
conversation with Mr. Gomez and his cavalier attitude informing me that it was now my
responsibility and he wouldn’t even considering come out to see what the problems were.
I spoke again with Bill Cook’s secretary numerous times, till finally Mr. Cook agreed to
come to my home, with this understanding that “if we find that these are maintenance
problems I will be on my own, but if something else is found then he would discuss it. Bill
Cook and a man by the name of Ali who is the owner of Inco Tec Inspections, came out
and viewed my home. It was their agreed observation that these problems were indeed not
maintenance related and they would send someone else to evaluate damages.
They did sent over a Mr. Don Gionetti who accessed that there were problems with the
items I named and that in his estimation it was substandard materials used and substandard
workmanship also.
Two weeks later I got a letter from Bill Cook’s office that was contrary to what Mr.
Gionetti stated to me. I faxed it back to Mr. Cook’s office making some changes on it and
I have not heard from them since.
I am asking for your help with this. Everyone I have dealt with have been evasive and it
has taken every bit of my energy to try and get them to address this problems and correct
them. They have dragged their heels every step of the way. Please help me.
Sincerely,

Joy A. Moore

